
 
 

 

ENCLOSURE 
 

 
 
 
 

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION QUESTIONS 
PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR OWNERS GROUP TOPICAL REPORT 

WCAP-17867-P, REVISION 0, “WESTINGHOUSE SSPS BOARD REPLACEMENT LICENSING 
SUMMARY REPORT” 

 
 
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff review of the Pressurized Water 
Reactor Owners Group (PWROG) Topical Report (TR) WCAP-17867-P, Revision 0, 
“Westinghouse SSPS [Solid State Protection System] Board Replacement Licensing Summary 
Report,” has identified issues that will present significant challenges to completing a 
comprehensive review and identifying a robust review schedule of the TR.  There are three 
main issues that are not being addressed in the TR as part of the regulatory basis and appear 
to be focused on the life cycle process development.  These main issues are:  1) all 
applicable NRC staff regulatory guides have not been identified; 2) for the guidance that has 
been identified, adequate evaluations are not included presenting consistency with the NRC 
staff’s positions; 3) if there are alternatives to the NRC staff guidance, these differences 
should be identified and thoroughly explained as an acceptable alternative approach 
complying with the Commission’s regulations. 
 
The NRC staff requests that the PWROG respond to the request for additional information 
(RAI) questions below.  It is highly recommended that a thorough review of the regulatory 
basis be conducted prior to submittal of the additional information given the issues the NRC 
staff has identified with this matter. You will be advised of any further information needed to 
support the NRC staff’s detailed technical review by separate correspondence. 
 
RAI #1 
 

Section 3 of the TR, “Regulatory Compliance,” does not adequately demonstrate regulatory 
compliance in numerous areas; for example: 
 

a. Section 3.5 of the TR states that the software life cycle follows the guidance 
specified in Branch Technical Position (BTP) 7-14, as described in Section 4, 
“Design Process.”  However, Section 4 does not describe how the design process 
is consistent with BTP 7-14, nor does it provide an alternative to BTP 7-14. 
 

i. Inherent to the review of the life cycle development process is an evaluation 
of the TR against the six associated Regulatory Guides (RGs) and the ten 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standards endorsed 
within them.  Those RGs are 1.168, 1.169, 1.170, 1.171, 1.172 and 1.173.  
Only RG 1.169 is identified as a reference within the TR.  The TR does not 
provide an adequate demonstration of compliance with the criteria within 
these regulatory guides.  Similarly, only one of the ten IEEE standards is
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referenced, which is IEEE 1012.  Consistency with the criteria in the standard 
is not presented.  Section 3.3.8 of the TR states that Validation and 
Verification (V&V) is required in accordance with IEEE 1012.  The TR does 
not describe how compliance with IEEE 1012 has been achieved, nor does it 
describe why the described design process provides comparable assurance 
of compliance with the regulations. 
 

ii. Section 3.3.9 of the TR states that the design and life cycle meets the 
technical independence, managerial independence, and financial 
independence criteria for independent V&V.  The TR does not describe how 
the technical, managerial, and financial independence criteria of RG 1.168 
are met. 

 
b. The TR should reference and address the RGs, and not solely the endorsed IEEE 

standards, because the NRC staff regulatory positions provide additions to (or differ 
from) the criteria of the referenced standard(s).  This includes not only the six RGs 
identified above but also RG 1.152 which endorses IEEE 7-4.3.2. 

 
Please provide a detailed description of conformance with regulatory criteria addressing 
these concerns. 

 
RAI #2 
 

In Section 4.7, the TR draws a parallel to the dedication process described in Electric Power 
Research Institute (EPRI) NP-5652 report.  In the safety evaluation (SE) of EPRI 
TR-106439, “Guideline on Evaluation and Acceptance of Commercial Grade Digital 
Equipment for Nuclear Safety Applications,” the NRC staff determined that TR-106439 
contains and acceptable method for dedicating commercial grade digital equipment.  In the 
SE, the NRC staff reiterated that the methods described in EPRI NP-5652 are “applicable to 
many of the safety-related components in a nuclear power plant but do not provide specific 
guidance for dedication of digital equipment.”  

 
Please provide a description of the commercial grade dedication evaluation methods and 
evaluate them against the TR-106439 guidelines for digital applications.  
 

RAI #3 
 

The TR contains mostly proprietary information, and a non-proprietary version would not be 
very readable.  The NRC is obligated to keep the public informed about the activities that it 
performs.   
 
Please provide a non-proprietary summary of the material in the TR. 
 

RAI #4 
 
The PWROG indicated that it had analyzed the logic implementation on the Complex 
Programmable Logic Devices that perform safety functions (i.e., the universal logic board, 
safeguards diver board, undervoltage diver board cards), and ensured that there were no 
untested internal states.  The PWROG also indicated that an appendix to TR would provide 
an example of the tracing used in this analysis.  However, neither the appendices nor the 
body of the TR contains a summary regarding the tracing and demonstration that every 
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possible combination of inputs and every possible sequence of device states are tested, and 
that all outputs are verified for every case (100 percent tested).  
 
Please provide a summary regarding the tracing and demonstration that every possible 
combination of inputs and every possible sequence of device states are tested, and that all 
outputs are verified for every case (100 percent tested).  
 

RAI #5 
 

The TR addresses eight replacement boards and identifies three of these boards that directly 
process the actuation signals.  Additional analyses of these three boards were performed 
since their failure to operate correctly could directly impact the system’s ability to perform the 
safety function.  The TR asserts, but does not demonstrate, that failures in other boards will 
not impair the system’s ability to perform the safety function. 
 
Please provide adequate information to demonstrate that the proper operation of these three 
boards is independent of failures/miss-operation of the remaining boards. 

 
RAI #6 

 
Section 8.1 of the TR, “Environmental Test Methods,” states “The selected temperature 
cycles are based on WCAP-8587…” 
 
Please Provide WCAP-8587, Revision 6-A, “Methodology for Qualifying (Westinghouse) 
WRD Supplied NSSS [nuclear steam supply system] Safety Related Electrical Equipment,” 
March 1983. 
 
Please describe how this WCAP meets current licensing criteria. 
 

RAI #7 
 

Figures 8-2, 8-3, 8-4, and 8-5 of the TR display graphs with 5 percent critical damping.  
RG 1.61, Revision 1, “Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants,” 
contains other damping values. 

 
Please explain how it is assured that the damping values committed to by licensees are 
bounded by the seismic testing performed and documented in the TR. 

 
 

 


